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We present a new type response noted local cumulants response in peripheral Pb-Pb and p-Pb collisions at√
sNN= 5.02 TeV, with a multi-phase transport (AMPT) model simulations, respectively. It has found that
the value of the Pearson coefficient between the final cumulants of harmonic v2{2k} (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) and
the initial cumulants of eccentricity ε2{2k} in the localcumulants-by-localcumulants (LC-by-LC) basis are
significantly enlarged. These Pearson coefficients are strong dependence on the set number of events (SNE),
and weak dependence on the order of multi-particle cumulants e.g., two-particles, four-particles, six-particles
and eight-particles cumulants. Basically, the results of the local cumulants response are fluctuating with LC-
by-LC basis. Those LC-by-LC fluctuations have become non-Gaussian, with increases the SNE in the local
cumulant analysis. Such improvement effects of Pearson coefficient and non-Gaussian fluctuations indicated
that it provides possible observation for studying the initial properties and its fluctuations and the properties of
fluidlike quark-gluon plasma (QGP) in heavy-ion collisions.
PACS numbers: 25.75.Ld, 25.75.Gz
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the remarkable achievements in ultra-relativistic
heavy-ion experiments is the production of a fluidlike quark-
gluon system: the quark-gluon plasma (QGP). Collective har-
monics flow plays a major role in probing the properties of the
fluidlike QGP at the Relativisitic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) [1] and at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at European Organization for
Nuclear Research (CERN) [2]. These collective flows can be
described well by the hydrodynamic model [3] and has shown
that the collective flow behavior in particular is sensitive to the
initial fluctuation states.
To study the fluctuation of initial states, various hydrody-
namic and transport models have demonstrated an approxi-
mate response relation between the final harmonic flow vn and
the initial eccentricity εn at large systems [4–7]. Similar lin-
ear response relation in small systems, e.g., p-Pb and periph-
eral Pb-Pb collisions, are shown on our previous work [8]. It
has also been pointed out that a linear response between the
global v2{2k} (k = 1, 2) and global ε2{2k} in large systems
with hydrodynamic model [9], which agree with the AILICE
(with the Kharzeev-Levin-Nardi initial conditions) [10]. Fur-
thermore, studies of multiparticle cumulant in the p-p [11] and
p-Pb [12] systems have development similar collective behav-
ior to that found in heavier systems [13]. The v2 multiparti-
cle cumulant results for p-Pb collisions at 5.02 TeV suggest a
direct correlation of the final-state harmonic with the initial-
state eccentricity [14]. While the global cumulants response
can not estimate the event-by-event fluctuations directly.
The Pearson coefficient, one quantity that is well present
such fluctuating response relation between the final harmonic
flow vn and the initial eccentricity εn. Studies of nonzero
Pearson coefficient in large systems by models systemati-
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cally [15, 16] and also shown in high multiplicity p-Pb sys-
tems [17].
However, the event-by-event Pearson coefficient are ob-
served approximate to zero in peripheral Pb-Pb collisions,
which include low multiplicity can be noted as a small sys-
tem [18]. It has also argued that the system size is too small
and the lifetime is too short for the matter in a small system
to hydrodynamize and approach local isotropization [19], and
the collective flow in such a small system size still being de-
bated [20]. In addition, there are tremendous fluctuations in
such small systems due to low multiplicity distribution. So
it is naturally raised a question that whether a fluidlike QGP
is created in these much smaller systems [21]. The figure on
the fluctuates response between the final collective harmonic
vn and the initial eccentricity εn for small systems are still
unclear both in the hydrodynamic and transport models. For-
tunately, hydrodynamic model has been pointed out that even
thought the system is small at the beginning, it can be ex-
panded into a larger system in the final-states with a large en-
ergy and entropy [22]. One must be to be careful is to check
out the flow fluctuations and non-flow in these small systems.
If it’s confirmed that the collective flow exists in the small
reaction system, then the fluctuation behavior of these collec-
tive flows is very important for studying the properties of the
medium. To explore these fluctuations, we present a new type
response noted local cumulants response in peripheral Pb-Pb
and p-Pb collisions in this paper. This work follows our pre-
vious work, which has dealt with the response relations in pe-
ripheral Pb-Pb and p-Pb systems with event-by-event simula-
tions [8]. The aim of this paper is to study the fluctuations
of the collective flow, which is influenced by initial fluctu-
ations. For this purpose we main focus on the local cumu-
lants response in peripheral Pb-Pb and p-Pb collisions with
the localcumulants-by-localcumulants (LC-by-LC) analysis.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we briefly
describe a local cumulants response by a multi-phase transport
(AMPT) model [23] which used in the present simulations.
The numerical results of correlation between v2{2k} (k =
1, 2, 3, 4) and ε2{2k} and correlation between different orders
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2of v2{2k} cumulants are presented in Sec. III. All of produced
charge pions in the calculation are chosen with 0.3 < pT <
3.0 GeV and |η| <1.0. Finally, we will summarize the main
results in Sec. IV. We use natural unit kB = c = ~ = 1.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Staring from the harmonic flow Vn and initial eccentricity
En estimators, which are studied in Ref. [24],
Vn = vne
inΨn ≡
∫
dφ
2pi
einφpf(φp) . (1)
and Ref. [25],
En = εne
inΦn ≡ −
∫
d2x⊥ρ(x⊥, τ0)rneinφ∫
d2x⊥rnρ(x⊥, τ0)
(n ≥ 2). (2)
where the magnitude vn and εn fluctuate on an event-by-event
basis. In this work, we focus on the second-order harmonic for
the analyses. V2 is found to be very sensitive to the event-by-
event fluctuating initial eccentricity [7, 26].
First, we explore the fluctuation behavior in the small sys-
tem with an event-by-event basis by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). Fig. 1
shows that scatter plot of event-by-event v2 from AMPT sim-
ulations for Pb-Pb (b=14 fm) and p-Pb (b=0 fm) collisions,
as a function of ε2, respectively. One can see that a plump
distribution of scatter plot in the figure, it means that the fi-
nal collective flow are completely uncorrelated linearly to the
initial eccentricity, and nonflow effects can not to be ignored
in such correlation. From Fig. 1, the Pearson coefficient is
weak in both the peripheral Pb-Pb and p-Pb collisions [where
C(ε, v) ≈ 0.04, the event-by-event Pearson coefficient can be
obtained from Ref. [7]] with a plump scatter point distribution.
Similar results can be seen in Ref. [18], which is calculated by
a hydrodynamic model. Even thought hydrodynamic argued
that it is needed to consider a cubic response due to initial
fluctuation [18], the type of the response in such small system
still unknown. And such initial fluctuations can be presented
by the phase of V2, the event plane, may be not a real plane
which reconstructed by low participant. Another also needed
to care about that it may lie at least in a region of transition
between pure hydrodynamics and kinetic-particle evolution in
p-A collisions is shown at the kinetic theory analysis [27]. The
hydrodynamic model fails to describe these kinetic-particle
which is called nonflow effects. These weak Pearson coeffi-
cient implies that nonflow effects can not be ignored in the
small systems. The event-by-event Pearson coefficient may
not a good quantity to describe the collective behavior in such
small systems, due to the statistic with finite multiplicity.
To study the effective Pearson coefficient, localcumulants-
by-localcumulants (LC-by-LC) method in the standard frame-
work are introduced. The multi-particle cumulants method is
the useful studying tool of the global properties of correla-
tions observed in azimuthal angles of particles produced in
high-energy collisions [28]. In this work, we focus on the
c2{2k} (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) in local cumulants (LC), not the global
events (total events). It begins the calculation of 2k-particle
(where k = 1, 2, 3, 4) azimuthal correlations [28–30]
〈2〉 ≡ 〈ei2(φ1−φ2)〉,
〈4〉 ≡ 〈ei2(φ1+φ2−φ3−φ4)〉,
〈6〉 ≡ 〈ei2(φ1+φ2+φ3−φ4−φ5−φ6)〉,
〈8〉 ≡ 〈ei2(φ1+φ2+φ3+φ4−φ5−φ6)−φ7)−φ8)〉. (3)
Here, φn is the azimuthal angle of the n-th particle in present
transverse momentum and pseudorapidity region in a single
event. The single brackets indicates that all of present parti-
cles in final states are averaged in a single event. With the
calculated multi-particle azimuthal correlations, the second-
order cumulants c2{2k} (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) [28–30] are obtained
after subtracting the correlations between 2k (k ≥ 1) particles
and averaged in a local cumulants, as
c2{2}(i) = 〈〈2〉〉i,
c2{4}(i) = 〈〈4〉〉i − 2 · 〈〈2〉〉2i ,
c2{6}(i) = 〈〈6〉〉i − 9 · 〈〈2〉〉i〈〈4〉〉i + 12 · 〈〈2〉〉3i ,
c2{8}(i) = 〈〈8〉〉i − 16 · 〈〈6〉〉i〈〈2〉〉i − 18 · 〈〈4〉〉2i
+ 144 · 〈〈4〉〉i〈〈2〉〉2i − 144 · 〈〈2〉〉4i . (4)
Where i is the ith LC. The double brackets means that the
multi-particle correlations are average in the ith LC. Now we
can set the number of events (noted SNE) included in a local
cumulants (∼ 20, 50, 200, 500 events per local cumulants) in
simulations. For each local cumulants, it includes a set num-
ber of events. So the local cumulants method noted as LC-
by-LC basis. If the local cumulant c2{2k}(i) (k = 1, 2, 3, 4)
are free of non-flow correlations, they can be used to estimate
local harmonics v2. The local Fourier harmonics denoted by
v2{2k}(i) (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) can be determined
v2{2}(i) =
√
cn{2}(i),
v2{4}(i) = 4
√
−cn{4}(i),
v2{6}(i) = 6
√
cn{6}(i)/4,
v2{8}(i) = 8
√
−cn{8}(i)/33. (5)
Here, the cumulants method estimates collective flow utiliz-
ing a cumulants expansion of multiparticle correlations, with-
out determining the orientation of the event plane. The reason
of that if the particles are correlated with the orientation of
the event plane, then it can be canceled by correlation. Fi-
nally, the local cumulants harmonic flow v2{2k}(i) are used
for analysis in LC-by-LC basis. The local cumulants of the
initial eccentricity are similar to the local cumulants of final
harmonic, it only calculated by initial parton states.
A multi-particle cumulants is applied to suppress non-flow
effects. Note that two-particle cumulants still remain un-
negligible non-flow effects. The non-flow contribution to
vn{m ≥ 4} in the general cumulants framework is strongly
suppressed by construction without the use of an η-gap [31].
The newly developed sub-event methods [32, 33] provide
additional means of suppressing any residual non-flow con-
tributions for vn{m ≥ 4}. Compared to two-particle cu-
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Scatter plot of event-by-event v2 from AMPT simulations for Pb-Pb (b=14 fm) and p-Pb (b=0 fm) collisions, as a
function of ε2, respectively. Left panel for Pb-Pb (b=14 fm) collisions. Right panel for p-Pb (b=0 fm) collisions.
mulant, multiparticle cumulants are less influenced by non-
flow effects since the latter usually only involves a few par-
ticles. The results from the standard and subevent methods
cumulants, v2{4} ≈ v2{4}3−sub, v2{6} ≈ v2{6}2−sub and
v2{8} ≈ v2{8}2−sub, and compatible measurements of v2
with multi-particle cumulants (v2{4} ≈ v2{6} ≈ v2{8}) are
found in both Xe-Xe and Pb-Pb collisions, signalling a neg-
ligible contribution from non-flow correlations and the dom-
inance of collective effects [34]. Although sub-event is used
for multi-particle cumulants to eliminate non-flow, there is not
much difference between standard framework and sub-event
framework for multi-particle (k > 2) cumulants, therefore
we can approximately believe that standard cumulants can re-
move the non-flow effects clearly enough. Given all those
observations regarding non-flow, one can interpret difference
between v2{4}, v2{6} and v2{8} to be largely driven by flow
fluctuation [35].
To estimate the correlation between two different samples,
the Pearson coefficient C(A,B) are defined in LC-by-LC ba-
sis, as
C(A,B) =
∑N
i=1[A(i)− 〈A〉][B(i)− 〈B〉]√∑N
i=1[A(i)− 〈A〉]2
√∑N
i=1[B(i)− 〈B〉]2
. (6)
where i is the i-th sample of LC and 〈. . .〉 is the total cu-
mulants events averaged. The variables A and B could be
samples such as the local cumulants of initial eccentricity and
the local cumulants of final harmonic, and also the different
orders of local cumulants of final harmonic. Note that the cu-
mulants are real data, as a result, this Pearson coefficient is a
real data in Eq. (6). In that case C(ε, v) = 1, are completely
linear correlated between the two samples, and C(ε, v) = 0
meaning those quantities are completely linear uncorrelated.
In this work, the Pearson coefficient between the local cu-
mulants of initial eccentricity and the local cumulants of fi-
nal harmonic, and also the Pearson coefficient between the
different orders of local cumulants of final harmonic are in-
vestigated in Pb-Pb (b=14 fm) and p-Pb (b=0 fm) collisions
at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV, respectively, for the produced charged
pions by the a multi-phase transport (AMPT) model [23]. It
takes the specific shear viscosity η/s = 0.273, one is calcu-
lated by the Lund string fragmentation parameters in AMPT,
i.e., a = 0.5, b = 0.9 GeV−2, αs =0.33 and µ = 3.2 fm−1,
which are suited for LHC [7, 8]. Note that the impact parame-
ters are controlled by the transverse distance of the overlap in
initial collisions space, not the participant multiplicity. As a
consequence, it includes a wide multiplicity ranges from low
multiplicity to large multiplicity, but predominately range in
M ≤ 100 (M is multiplicity). So we call such systems as
small systems. More thorough details of the AMPT model can
be found in Ref. [23]. Base on AMPT simulations, the LC-
by-LC Pearson coefficient are calculated by the local multi-
partilce cumulants method in this work. This paper is not to
attempt to compare with experimental data, but to explore how
the correlations between final collective and initial eccentric-
ity are influenced by the initial fluctuations. In this way, it will
be possible to understand what can be learned by the estimate
in such small event-by-event fluctuating distributions.
4III. RESULTS
The two-dimensional histograms in Figs. 2 and 3 show the
correlation between local v2{2k} (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) and local
ε2{2k} for Pb-Pb (b=14 fm) and p-Pb (b=0 fm) collisions,
respectively. To study the effect of these correlations, we
show the scatter plot in four different cases: (a) SNE=20; (b)
SNE=50; (c) SNE=200 and (d) SNE=500.
Figure 2 shows that the scatter plot of v2{2k} (k =
1, 2, 3, 4) from LC-by-LC AMPT simulations for Pb-Pb
(b=14 fm) collisions, as functions of ε2{2k}. The number
k =1, 2, 3, and 4 are correspond to two-particle, four-particle,
six-particle and eight-particle cumulants, respectively. Here,
We take the parameters of the SNE equal to 20, 50, 200 and
500 single events in the simulations, respectively. Each sin-
gle point in Fig. 2 is corresponding to a local cumulants. The
white dashed line is the result of linear fitting with the least-
square method. The value of the linear response coefficientis
is about 0.25. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the v2{2k} (k =
2, 3, 4) coefficients display a slightly more strong linear cor-
relation to their corresponding initial eccentricities ε2{2k} in
all present case. This work mainly focus on the property of
fluctuations that estimated by Pearson coefficient, but not the
response coefficient.
By comparing the Fig. 1 (a) and Fig. 2, It can be seen
that the local cumulants method in Eq. (5) has a thinner dis-
tribution of scattered points than the event-by-event method
in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). That means the Pearson coefficient
is stronger in LC-by-LC basis than in event-by-event basis
for this small system, e.g., where LE=20, C(ε, v) ≈ 0.60
for four-particle, six-particle and eight-particle cumulants are
larger than the C(ε, v) ≈ 0.04 in event-by-event basis. We
will present the Pearson coefficient in Fig. 4. In that case
C(ε, v) ≈ 0.6, the harmonic are strong dependence on the
initial states. For a given SNE number, the degree of fatness
and thinness of the scattered points are weak dependence on
the order of multi-particle cumulants e.g., four-particles, six-
particles and eight-particles cumulants, respectively, except
for two-particle cumulants. Here, the multi-particle cumulants
are applied to suppress non-flow effects, but two-particle cu-
mulants still remain the unpredicted non-flow effects in the
standard framework without a η-gap. These thinner scat-
tered points imply that nonflow effects are suppressed and
collective behavior may be important in such small systems.
It has pointed out that multiparticle cumulants method have
suppressed the fluctuations [36] and nonflow [34] or both of
them [37]. In this analysis, the LC-by-LC may suppress both
the fluctuation and nonflow in different SNE. Another topic
is worthy to note is that the cumulants framework may have
limitation to describe vn fluctuation using a small set of cumu-
lants [37] due to the sizeable systematic uncertainties. How-
ever, we attempt to calculate local cumulants to explore the
LC-by-LC fluctuation in this paper. The larger SNE, the more
suppress of the event-by-event fluctuations, and the more en-
large of systematic uncertainties. For a given impact meter,
the local cumulants response can be influenced by the LC-
by-LC fluctuations. Those LC-by-LC fluctuations can be un-
derstand for the initial event-by-event geometry fluctuations.
Similar results of p-Pb (b=0 fm) collisions are shown in Fig. 3.
Figure 3 shows that scatter plot of v2{2k} (k = 1, 2, 3, 4)
from AMPT simulations for p-Pb (b=0 fm) collisions, as func-
tions of ε2{2k}. The parameters and distributions are simi-
larly to Fig. 2, but the results for p-Pb (b=0 fm) collisions. By
comparing the Fig. 1 (b) and Fig. 3, It can be seen from that
the local cumulant method in Eq. (5) has a thinner distribution
of scattered points than the event-by-event method in Eq. (1)
and Eq. (2). These results are similar to the peripheral Pb-Pb
collisions, which is shown in Fig. 2.
To evaluate the fluctuations of correlations between the ini-
tial local cumulants ane final local cumulants, we use the
Pearon coefficient C(ε, v) to characterize the linearity corre-
lation between the v2{2k} (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) and ε2{2k}. The
Pearon coefficient C(ε, v) are extracted from Fig. 2 and Fig. 3
by Eq. (6). Fig. 4 shows that the Person coefficient as func-
tions of the order of multi-particle cumulants in Pb-Pb (b=14
fm) and p-Pb (b=0 fm) collisions, respectively. The parame-
ters of the SNE are equal to 20, 50, 200 and 500 in the simu-
lations, respectively. The Pearson coefficients are significant
dependence on the SNE number, it decreases with increases
the present SNE, as shown in Fig. 4. These Pearson coef-
ficients are weak dependence on order of multi-particle cu-
mulants, except for the two-particle cumulants. Again, these
two-particle cumulants in the standard framework still remain
the unpredicted non-flow effects. If cumulants in the correla-
tion function of the multi-particles (k > 1) in the case of only
the flow effects, it implied that final collective and its fluc-
tuations are slightly strong correlate to the initial fluctuating
states. Even thought such local cumulants method can sup-
press the non-flow effects, the Pearson coefficient still can not
to unit due to the initial geometry fluctuations.
For k > 1, if there only collective flow survives, these cu-
mulants for a middle set of number are closely in Gaussian
fluctuations. That’s means the four-, six-, and eight-particle
cumulants are almost identical. As a consequence, the Pear-
son coefficient of four-particle, six-particle and eight-particle
cumulants are almost identical. This is also noted in Ref. [36]
with v2{4} ≈ v2{6} ≈ v2{8} in p-Pb collisions at 8.16 TeV.
While if the centrality larger than 50%, the event-by-event
fluctuations in the eccentricity are non-Gaussian due to the un-
derlying Poisson distribution from discrete nucleons [38, 39].
With non-Gaussian fluctuations, the order of cumulants equal
to v2{4} & v2{6} & v2{8} which have been shown at AL-
ICE [40] and at hydrodynamic model with a large set num-
ber of cumulants [6]. But in this work, the order of the cu-
mulants in correlation is C(ε, v)(2k = 8) & C(ε, v)(2k =
6) & C(ε, v)(2k = 4) with a small set number of cumu-
lants, then it becomes C(ε, v)(2k = 4) & C(ε, v)(2k = 6) &
C(ε, v)(2k = 8) with a large set number of cumulants. To ex-
plore this reason, we will take a comparison between different
orders of cumulants of harmonic.
The local cumulants may include sizeable systematic uncer-
tainties. However, it it possible to test the fluctuations between
final cumulants v2{2k} (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) and initial eccentric-
ity ε2{2k}. And it is also possible to understand the reason
of non-Gaussian fluctuations occur in a large SNE. In order
to explore whether the large Pearson coefficient are caused
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Scatter plot of LC-by-LC v2{2k} (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) from AMPT simulations for Pb-Pb (b=14 fm) collisions, as functions
of ε2{2k}. The number k =1,2,3, and 4 are correspond to two-particle, four-particle, six-particle and eight-particle cumulants, respectively.
We take the parameters of the set number of SNE, which is equal to 20, 50, 200 and 500 in the simulations, respectively.
by system uncertainty or event-by-event fluctuations, we have
calculated the correlations between different orders of cumu-
lants of final harmonic in p-Pb (b=0 fm) collisions, as shown
in Fig. 5. Up panel are the results of SNE=20. Down panel
are the results of SNE=200. As can see that the Pearson co-
efficient of SNE=200 is significantly smaller than SNC=20.
The local cumulants method may include a great system un-
certainty in the simulations. However, in LC-by-LC statistics,
these system uncertainties will be suppressed in smaller SNE
due to the large scatter statistics, e.g., the SNE = 20 has more
scatter statistics than SNE = 200 for the same total events,
as a consequence, the system uncertainty with SNC = 20 is
smaller. With the same SNE, the correlation between 8- and
6-particles cumulants flow is stronger than the correlation be-
tween other orders. If SNE become larger, the correlation
between the different order of v2{2k} (k = 2, 3, 4) is be-
coming weaker, it means that those correlations are becoming
non-Gaussian. In addition, we can see that there are event-
by-event fluctuations in LC-by-LC, which are non-Gaussian.
When increasing SNE, we can see a more significant non-
Gaussian fluctuation signal. Similar results are predicting in
Pb-Pb (b=14 fm) collisions (not shown in the figure).
IV. SUMMARY
In summary, this paper has carried out a new type response
noted local cumulants response in peripheral Pb-Pb (b=14 fm)
and p-Pb (b=0 fm) collisions at
√
sNN= 5.02 TeV, respec-
tively, by a multi-phase transport (AMPT) model simulations
with LC-by-LC analysis. It has found that the value of the
Pearson coefficient between the final cumulants of harmonic
v2{2k} (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) and the initial cumulants of eccentric-
ity ε2{2k} in the LC-by-LC basis are significantly enlarged.
These Pearson coefficients are strong dependence on the set
number of events, and weak dependence on the order of multi-
particle cumulants, which imply that the collective behavior
and its fluctuations cannot be ignored in the small systems. In
this analysis, even though the LC-by-LC may suppress both
the fluctuation and nonflow effects in different SNE, the re-
sults of the local cumulants response are fluctuating in lower
SNE for LC-by-LC basis. Those LC-by-LC fluctuations have
become non-Gaussian, with increases the SNE in the local cu-
mulants analysis. Such improvement effects of Pearson coef-
ficient and non-Gaussian fluctuations indicated that it provides
possible observation for studying the initial properties and its
fluctuations and the properties of fluidlike QGP in heavy-ion
collisions.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Similar distributions as shown in Fig. 2, but the results for p-Pb (b=14 fm) collisions.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Person coefficient as functions of the order of cumulants in Pb-Pb (b=14 fm) and p-Pb (b=0 fm) collisions, respectively.
Left panel for p-Pb (b=0 fm) collisions. Right panel for Pb-Pb (b=14 fm) collisions.
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Up panel are the results of SNE=20. Down panel are the results of SNE=200.
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